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Here you can find the menu of Edelweiss Bakery And Wine in Prior Lake. At the moment, there are 18 meals and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about

Edelweiss Bakery And Wine:
Excellent pastry at Prior Lake! Love all their pastries, but the coffee was just decent. I tried their bestseller

cinnamon rolls, but still prefer the cheese danish. read more. The diner is accessible and can therefore also be
used with a wheelchair or physical disabilities. What User doesn't like about Edelweiss Bakery And Wine:

The first time. Order breakfast sandwich. It was very good. However, the person who took my order seemed
upset that she had to wait for me. Has not explained that the filled water was in a cooler, nor that the cutlery and

napkins are over the restaurant. Not a big deal, but maybe another way to welcome a customer would be to
explain these things if you order a stay in order. Would definitely come back. Maybe she had... read more. For
quick hunger in between, Edelweiss Bakery And Wine from Prior Lake presents scrumptious sandwiches,

small salads, and other treats, as well as hot and cold drinks, The customers of the restaurant are also thrilled
with the comprehensive variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the establishment offers. After the meal

(or during it), you have the opportunity to also relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink,
Forbreakfast a delicious brunch is offered here.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Breakfas�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Ho� drink�
TEA

Breakfas� Men�
GRANOLA

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PANINI

DESSERTS

Desser�
DONUTS

DONUT

COOKIES

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

BACON

FRUIT

CARAMEL
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